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narrative projects is delighted to present SPLIT a second solo exhibition by
Rachel Lowe at the gallery. For her forthcoming exhibition, Lowe will be representing a work entitled "Elizabeth", a slide installation, which was made
twenty years ago.
Eighty black and white slides, created from found photographs of assorted
different women, are projected chronologically so as to suggest the life of one
individual woman. Having removed the central section, where the female
subject should be, from each photograph, the re-assembled images now possess
a vertical seam running down their centres. The physical incision enacted upon
the images does not remove the woman's presence entirely, leaving the fictional
"Elizabeth" of the title, somehow present and absent at the same time.

While the peripheries, the margins, and the overlooked details acquire a new
importance, the female subject appears to have slipped into a space behind the
image, leaving only remnants of herself on the surface. She is both seen and not
seen, there and not there, and it is perhaps this aspect of the work, which has
become most relevant to us today. By questioning our understanding of the
subject, especially in relation to female identity, the work attempts to draw
attention to our increasing reliance on images in general, and our unquestioning
belief in the identities that they construct.
Alongside "Elizabeth", more recent work will also be shown which utilises a
similar disruption to the two-dimensional surface of the image. Filmed in slow
motion on a mobile phone, the focus is again on the peripheral, the margins, the
overlooked. In these seemingly banal interrogations of the ground we walk on,
there is never any change of viewpoint and the unremarkable footage is
unrelenting in its objectivity. Split vertically with one half of the film running
forwards, and one half running backwards, once again a seam is created down
the centre of the image. Seen juxtaposed, one half of the film appears at times
to be a memory of the other, and the solid ground becomes like liquid, as the
two streams flow past each other undermining both the stability of the
projected image, and the stability of the world we know.
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